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How Are Women Represented in Modern Day Film and
Literature?
Milla Waldron
WARNING: This article may contain spoilers for Harry Potter and The Hunger
Games. If you have not yet read these books and want to then this may not
be the article for you!
With amazing books such as the Harry Potter series, The Hunger Games saga
and many others at your fingertips, it may be difficult to decide on what to
allow your brain to feast on. These authors write stories following the lives of
leading heroes and heroines on their mission to conquer all evil and release
humankind from its grasp. Whilst this theme is common in many plotlines,
both of the authors of the books have approached this plotline through their
own interpretation. In their writing, their depiction of female characters has
paved the way for modern-day feminism to take place in society and have
acted as role models for adults and children alike.
Hermione Granger: everyone’s favourite bookworm,
is a character who was first envisioned by author J.K.
Rowling and portrayed by Emma Watson in the
films. She is Harry Potter, the main character’s best
friend and stands by his side throughout his years at
Hogwarts and then in the final stretch when Harry
goes on the run to find Horcruxes in order to take
down Voldemort, the villain of the series. She’s
introduced to us as a young, muggleborn witch who
buries herself in the knowledge of her beloved
books in an attempt to fit in with her new
classmates in the magical world. She may appear to

be fairly stubborn at times, always playing by the rules and never stepping a
toe out of line unless it is necessary for the greater good.
In the books, she goes on to form S.P.E.W - the Society for the Protection of
Elfish Welfare - to stand up for the rights of house elves and is the first one to
propose the idea of formulating Dumbledore’s Army to rally against Dolores
Umbridge, a malevolent, controlling professor. By many, she is thought to be
the brains behind many of Harry’s escapades and perhaps it goes without
saying, because she is dubbed as ‘the brightest witch of her age’.
Hermione can be seen as a feminist role model as she is not afraid to flaunt her
knowledge. Her fierce loyalty means that she never
turns her back on her friends and she’s incredibly
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protective of those she cares about, often turning to
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her vast intelligence to save them from potentially
life-threatening situations. The way she expresses her wisdom is especially
important as many young girls may feel that to show intelligence would be
considered bossy or that people won’t like it, despite the fact that boys are
encouraged to do so without any consequences. Hermione is not described as
a ‘damsel in distress’ and is perfectly capable of saving herself, showing the
true strength of women.
Another character many consider to be a role model is
Katniss Everdeen, ‘the Girl on Fire’. She also has a protective
streak running through her; so much that she would sacrifice
herself for those she loves. Her volunteering to take the place
of her sister in the 74th Hunger Games is a great example of
this. Suzanne Collins also shows how physically powerful
Katniss is by her being a master of archery. This is often
unseen in many female characters as previously, women
were most commonly seen as secondary characters to leading men and have
been presented as rather helpless. She also appears to have a daring, reckless
side since she has occasionally not thought about ideas before going through
with them. For example, her solution to eating berries so that she does not
have to kill Peeta Mellark can be seen as an act of friendship but, whilst this is
happening, she does not think about the implications her actions would have

on the government. However, her decision ultimately leads to her starting a
revolution to overthrow the Capitol, showing that she is bold, determined, and
a natural leader.

Whilst the actresses chosen to play these two iconic
characters performed amazingly, what we see of them in the
films does not align
with their
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personalities in the
books. For example; Hermione in the
books is described to have “a bossy
sort of voice, lots of bushy brown hair
and rather large front teeth.”.
However, in the
films, a lot of J.K. Rowling’s description
is ignored and
Hermione is beautified into the
polished version that Emma Watson
portrays. The world of Hollywood can
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be blamed for this misjudgement of
Granger in Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone. (Right) Jennifer
Hermione’s character. The bossy,
Lawrence as Katniss Everdeen in the
annoying side of her personality that many may find funny does not appear
Hunger Games.
and, whilst her intelligence remains a key part of her character, her movie
version does not seem to have the flaws that we may associate with this
beloved character. A similar issue can be seen with Katniss, in the trilogy of
books she is depicted as quite blunt when talking to others but this is not
shown in the films at all. One criticism of film portrayal of female characters is
that they become so glossy that they no longer seem relatable to the audience
and, instead are perceived as other-worldly. Arguably, this is the film industry’s
intention as movies and tv shows are supposed to be glamorised and out-ofthis-world.
Although characters being glamorised often angers fans of the books, it can
also be seen positively as people may be more inspired to be the best that they
can and mimic the way their cherished characters behave on the silver screen.
Therefore, the book versions of characters such as Hermione Granger and

Katniss Everdeen may be seen as powerful in their own right but the alluring
and enchanting magic of Hollywood helps to transform them into feminist
icons, inspiring young girls all across the globe.

Abandoned
Lara Horne
Within the gilded buildings and neatly kept cul-de-sacs of Kitty City lay a
number of dark, unused alleyways that were built during the original
construction of the city and then rendered useless by renovations to
infrastructure, leaving most of them as dead ends. One such alley lay only a
few dozen metres from the King’s palace, yet still managed to give off an
almost tangible air of neglect. Several boxes containing random junk were
perched precariously atop a stack of bricks that were deemed too impure to
serve as decent building material. Water dripped from broken drain pipes into
potholes where there were once paving slabs. Somewhere between the boxes
and the pipes lay a torn blanket that looked in danger of disintegrating if even
one raindrop touched its fragile surface, and on this blanket was the sorriest
sight of all: a filthy, starving dragon hatchling.
She had been there for two days. The glow of twilight illuminated her tiny,
tattered wings and her cracked skin that was already peppered with sores. She
didn’t know why she was there. She couldn’t fathom how such bad luck had
come across her. Was it something to do with her previous owners?
She was hatched in a pet shop. The hatchling remembered that barely a day
had gone by before she was sold to a family. Everything about them would
have screamed affluence to a trained eye. The father wore an expensive suit
and pawed his advanced phone as if he would get a call at any minute. The
mother had entered just after the hatchling was sold, as she had fretted about
her appearance so much that she had checked the arrangement of her rings a
thousand times in the shop window before daring to show herself. They had a
single kitten with them, who was wearing a party hat and experimentally

waving a toy he had received as a gift some time earlier. The hatchling
remembered how they had doted on her; it was like she was the dragon of the
King himself. She lived happily ever after – for a week.
“But Daddy, it sucks!” she heard the kitten say. “All my friends have cool
dragons, not lame ones! Get rid of it!” The hatchling then heard the father
murmur assent, but she hadn’t known they were talking about her until she
was picked up by the scruff of the neck and dumped in the alley. They had
known she had no chance, as she couldn’t yet eat solid food and was too
young to have any sense of danger, but they had still discarded her like a
broken toy.
Then there were the monsters.
Originally, there were no monsters. Kitty City was safe. But something
changed. As far as the hatchling could tell, the King had let the monsters come
and stay in Kitty City. Now they acted like they owned it. The hatchling had
seen a monster on her first night. Its skin was dark purple, but shot through
with pus-yellow veins, making it look like it was horribly diseased. It had rows
and rows of teeth like razors, which it was using to tear apart a corpse. This
monster bore the surface appearance of a Common Wyvern, but even the
inexperienced hatchling knew that all monsters were so unforgivingly vicious
that they couldn’t be compared even with the most aggressive of dragons, let
alone a weak, submissive species. She had expected someone walking by to
notice that monster; in her mind, she could see the cat scream and call the
monster-fighters, then smell the smoke of the monster-hunters’ fire weapons
and hear the desperate cries of the monster as it was burnt alive. No one
raised the slightest of whimpers, even when they saw the monster. Some even
took pictures, then almost skipped away with elated grins on their faces.
Nobody owned the monsters, so they couldn’t be told what to do. The
hatchling wished she was strong enough to fight the monsters, because then
she would police the whole of Kitty City, scaring and wounding and killing the
evil monsters until they were so terrified of her that they would flee the city
and never return, but she was weaker than an injured kitten. The monsters

were always hungry, so one might come for her soon, but she refused to
believe it. Somewhere in the hatchling’s mind, there was still a spark of hope.

‘Quite often women don’t put themselves forward for
things, don’t think it’s for them’ We wanted to know- what
are the challenges of being a woman in politics?
Interview conducted by Sabrina Devji, Caitlin Rock and Jessica Taylor
Transcribed by Natalia Douglas and Milla Waldron.

On Friday 25th October, Anne Main, a member of
the Conservative party, visited STAGs to do an
interview with three STAGs students. At the time,
she was the local MP for St Albans. She was
elected in 2005, and remained an MP until she
lost her seat to Daisy Cooper, a Liberal Democrat,
at the 2019 general election.

What made you decide that you’d like to be an MP?
‘Well, I didn’t decide, it sort of found me! I never really ‘got’ politics when I was
younger. I came from a working class family that didn’t really get involved in
politics or anything like that. And I had my family, my husband died, I remarried, moved area, and I didn’t really know anyone. And someone knocked
on my door and just sort of invited me to an event locally. It turned out to be a
Conservative event. I’d always voted Conservative. And then to cut a long story
very short, I got asked, would I like to be a councillor? I didn’t know what that

was. And actually, when I got elected as a councillor, I realised how much I
liked it. It involved finding out about people, getting engaged with things. ‘
‘Eventually, my MP at the time said to me, “Have you thought of becoming an
MP?” So basically I was asked. And funnily enough the Conservatives—I’m sure
Labour and others have a similar thing—have a Just Ask Her campaign, because
quite often women don’t put themselves forward for things, don’t think it’s for
them. I knew nothing about becoming a politician, or how you got on the road
to be one. So we have a campaign that’s Just Ask Her—would she like to be
involved? And what I didn’t know was that I was a part of that campaign at the
time! Someone thought I might be interested in doing what was basically
community service, and that’s how I got involved.’
Did you need any specific qualifications to get this job?
‘Funnily enough, no. There is nothing that says you must have X number of
GCSEs or X number of A-levels or a particular degree. Everyone thinks you need
a politics degree—I would say that’s probably the last degree you need. I’ve
got a degree in English, I used to teach English. What I think you do need is the
ability to talk to people. If you’re too shy to stand up in a busy room of people
and you can’t project your voice, basically you can’t be heard and you can’t
make your case. ‘

‘So, it’s more important that you’ve
had some life experience.
Unfortunately, I’ve had a lot of people
come to me, about nineteen, and say,
“I think I’d like to be an MP.” And I
always want to say to them, “Go off
and do something first,” because I
think you need to have some life
experience to be able to understand
how your constituency needs your
support. You don’t have to have any
qualifications. In fact, I would say the
broader your life experiences the
better—even if it’s working as a full
time’ homemaker. You at least then
would understand school admissions,
issues to do with immunisation,
poverty, housing. Having life experience is what you need, not qualifications.
It’s an absolute myth that you have to be from Eton or Oxford.’
What is involved in your daily schedule as an MP?
‘Being an MP is whatever you want it to be. For me, it's what you take an
interest in. I'm chair of a few All-Party Parliamentary Groups. We sit
roundabout school and term times, so we have terms. And then everybody
thinks we go off to the Bahamas in between terms, but it's very like teaching
when they say, "Must be lovely, you leave at four o'clock and you've got
nothing else to do." All your teachers will tell you---and I know because I was
one---that there's all the preparation, the marking, parents' evening, there's a
whole bunch of other stuff. And it's the same with our job; yes, there's what
you see on the telly, but that's a small part of it.’
‘There are lots of committees going on and I chair committees in the house--I'm on the speaker's panel. And then it's up to you to find where your

particular interests lie. Now, it may be because of your constituency, so for St
Albans, a large Bangladeshi community. I've got very involved in that, which
has taken me down the whole route of the Rohingya and so on. When I was
there this time I'd lead social action projects a week in September when the
house isn't sitting, that's when we go off on a lot of these things. We were
cleaning the Surma river.’
So it's finding the things that interest you. I'm particularly interested in animal
welfare, the environment---plastic particularly---and social action to do with
Bangladesh. Being an MP isn't about being a one-trick pony. It isn't about doing
one thing.’
What’s it like being a politician?
‘What people don't really recognise is you have to get elected. Nobody's going
to get a job at this school by taking out a teacher, but the only way someone
could have my job in St Albans is by getting rid of me. So it's actually a
particularly competitive seat.
No one party has all the answers. No one candidate can please everyone. The
hard bit is that I'll meet people and they'll say, "Well, you don't speak for me."
The reality is, I won't. In fact, quite often there'll be more people who don't
want me to be MP for St Albans than people who do. But when you are the
MP, it's up to you to serve everybody as much as you can. That doesn't mean
you please everybody.’
Is it harder to become a politician if you are a female?
‘Yes and no. I think it is that women get put off. I don’t think that there are any
barriers, since I am elected. I don’t think there’s any barriers to being a woman
and I don’t think there’s any barriers once you’re elected. I think that a lot of
women I know, and I am generalising here, would struggle with the nastiness
that you get around here because they have a very nurturing nature.
It’s difficult, it sort of goes against the grain. You want to be nice to people and
help people, but at the same time you’ve got to chop someone out at the legs

to get the job you want. So I think it’s difficult for women to visualise
themselves in that role. It’s not the barriers that are put up to them.
I think we have a lot of qualities, as women, that sometimes you don’t see a lot
in men and sometimes, that makes it easier for your voice to be heard. But, on
the flipside, I think that we cannot be prepared to push ourselves forward as
such and, sometimes, we don’t shine the light on ourselves as much and that
can be difficult.’
Would you say that politics is very male-dominated?
‘Historically, yes. Not so much now, no one will judge you because you are
wearing a skirt.
It wasn’t so long ago that women couldn’t even be members of parliament. It’s
a relatively new thing, whereas men have been members of parliament for
centuries. But there’s no bar to being a member of parliament as a woman.’

Abandoned
Zoe Marks

Mars, It no longer exists, all that is left is a burning ball of rock, filled with lava.
Crazy to think that was my home. Today I am settled down on Earth, with no
one I used to know. You may be thinking that this is going to be a boring story
about space and whatnot, well, that’s where you’d be wrong. I lost everyone
close to me, my friends, my family, everyone I knew one day disappeared.
POOF! Just like that, I had no one to rely on. Only, myself. It was me against
molten rock and lava.
Lava: the strongest and hottest chemical substance in the universe, yet a 15
year old girl - at the time - somehow survived. Insane - the only word which
describes the experience. Now 25, still adapting to Earth, and its atmosphere,

questions still unanswered. This is why I would like people to know my story,
and what life was like on the lava planet.
Life on Mars had not always been this way, it used to be golden. Filled with
green and billions of trees. We did everything right, kept the air and streets
clean. But this did not seem to be enough.
When I was 10, life ended. The leaves on the trees gradually fell off, and twigs
became rotten. Smelling of wet wood, many local people came with axes to
chop the trees down. Little did they know what would become of their
decision. The air was filled with toxic smells, which therefore prevented trees
to ever grow again. Roots began to break and no longer had the strength to
form any branch at all. You see, trees are a vital part of the environment, as
they produce a mass amount of carbon dioxide. So, without trees, life will die.
That is exactly what happened.
Women could no longer give birth, and at the soonest time possible had to
abort their foetus, with no time to decide. This is because new, young lives
would not be able to adapt to the toxic air. Every community on Mars had to
change their lives, to try to survive. However, it was too late.
The atmosphere eventually became polluted, and not at all clean. Global
warming had taken over our planet. At the time, we did not know what this
was, we thought it was a volcano emitting toxic flames, until that volcano
became our planet. It was too hot. Quite literally burning to the core. By the
end of all of it, we could no longer breathe, all we could do was sleep, and
hope to die. The whole planet had been affected by this poison for so long, we
wanted it to be over.
For most it was. For me it was not. One morning after an awful sleep, I woke
up in my bed, as usual, to find I was the only human left.
Walking outside was a death wish, however I did not care, my room was
dissolving into nothingness. Seeing hot lava where your home used to be is not

the nicest sight. Quite frankly, it scared me. I was terrified. Who wouldn't be? It
is not something you see everyday; molten rock and spitting lava.
It had dawned on me, I was abandoned, completely alone. No longer part of a
family, no longer part of anything.

Read the Rainbow
Natalia Douglas
In recent years, literature has become a mixing pot of sexualities,
genders, races and cultures – how many of these LGBTQ+ books have
you read?
Simon vs the Homosapiens Agenda
While the 2018 film adaptation Love, Simon has overshadowed its
source material in terms of popularity, the original book is a
charming read that differs enough from the movie to take even
those who have watched it by surprise. Simon vs the Homosapiens
Agenda is an uplifting but emotional coming-of-age story about a
closeted gay high school student who is outed when a classmate discovers a
series of emails he wrote to the boy he loves. Its sequel, Leah on the Offbeat,

which focuses on his bisexual friend, explores the often confusing process of of
questioning your sexuality, is an equally enjoyable read.

I Was Born for This
Using a dual-POV to great effect, I Was Born for This explores
why so many teenage girls find refuge in bands and musicians,
and realistically depicts the effect of fame on mental health.
Not only does it feature a queer Muslim protagonist, but its
second protagonist is both gay and transgender. In addition,
Oseman makes a point of challenging bisexual stereotypes,
which has the potential to be an educational experience for
anyone looking to broaden their horizons and become more
inclusive, and a breath of fresh air for LGBTQ+ individuals who are used to
being misjudged and misrepresented in media.

Six of Crows
If you prefer fantasy to contemporary, Six of Crows is the book for you.
On top of elaborate worldbuilding, complex, morally grey characters,
and a thrilling heist plot, Six of Crows features several gay and bisexual
characters, along with a well-rounded same-gender relationship. Its
rich, detailed setting—loosely inspired by the 17th century
Netherlands—is elevated from interesting to extraordinary by a
unique magical system featuring specialised magic users called
Grisha.
One of Us is Lying
The premise of this mystery novel is simple but compelling: five
students walk into detention, but only four walk out alive—and the
survivors are all suspects. As the ongoing murder investigation
throws their lives into disarray, the four must work together to find the real
culprit, while still not knowing the answer to a critical question: is one of them

lying? Alongside a gripping plot and a page-turning mystery, One of Us is Lying
features a gay character with a tense, but ultimately hopeful subplot.
Glossary
If you aren’t familiar with the LGBTQ+ community, this article may contain
some terms you don’t know. Not to worry – we’ve compiled a glossary
explaining all the terms in bold below.
LGBTQ+: An acronym that stands for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender,
Queer, and more.You’ve likely seen variations of it in different places: LGBT,
LGBT+, and LGBTQIA+ being the most common. It refers to everyone who is
not fully accepted by society because they are not cisgender (not transgender),
heterosexual, and/or heteroromantic.
Queer: An umbrella term (a term that covers a wide range of identities) for the
LGBTQ+ community. For example, a gay person, a trans person, and a
nonbinary person are all queer.
Closeted/in the closet: If a queer person is closeted, they are not open about
their sexuality or gender identity. There are many reasons why someone may
choose to keep their identity a secret. Some fear judgement or harassment,
others are insecure or still questioning their identity, and yet others are simply
naturally reserved and feel their identity is no one else’s business.
Outed: To out someone is to make their sexuality or gender identity public
without their permission. This can make their life extremely difficult, or even
put them in danger – an awful thing to do!
Bisexual: A bisexual person is someone who is attracted to people of two or
more genders. If you are confused about what this means, don’t worry – lots of
people are at first! The most well-known example of a bisexual person is
someone who is attracted to both men and women. However, someone who is
attracted to both women and nonbinary people (people who are not a woman
or a man – we will explain this for you later!), but is not attracted to men,
could also be bisexual. Famous bisexuals include Angelina Jolie, Megan Fox,
and Freddie Mercury.

Transgender: A transgender person is someone whose true gender is different
from the gender that they were assigned at birth. What does this mean? Well,
when you’re born, medical professionals decide your gender based on your
genitals—but for trans people, that assigned gender does not line up with who
they are and how they feel. Trans people may choose to express their gender
through clothing, make-up, or behaviour, or they may wish to medically
transition to make their body better line up with their true gender. It is
important to respect the pronouns a trans person uses, and to refer to them
with the name they have given you, not necessarily the one on their birth
certificate. Famous trans people include Caitlyn Jenner, Chaz Bono, and
Laverne Cox.
Nonbinary: A nonbinary person is someone whose gender lies outside of the
man-woman gender binary. This means different things to different nonbinary
people: some are agender, meaning they don’t have a gender at all, while
others do have a gender, it just doesn’t fit into the boy-girl boxes we are told
about all our lives. Some nonbinary people do feel a loose attachment to the
gender binary, so don’t be surprised if you meet a nonbinary boy or a
nonbinary girl! Just as with binary trans people (trans people who are boys or
girls), it is important to respect the pronouns a nonbinary person uses, and to
refer to them with the name they have given you, not necessarily the one on
their birth certificate. Famous nonbinary people include Sam Smith, Jonathan
Van Ness, and Ezra Miller.
How to Recycle Regular Household Items!
Angelina Johal, Evie Burgess & Hana Hussein
Did you know that each year enough plastic is thrown away to circle the earth
four times? Or that plastic drinking bottles alone can be recycled into various
items of clothing, carrier bags, park benches and much more? In reality, only
45% of plastic bottles in the UK are recycled. Not recycling one plastic bottle
can be life-threatening to turtles and many other forms of wildlife and pollutes
our planet. You could help save the world by recycling or reusing just one
plastic bottle or any used household items. The environmental activist Greta
Thunberg said, “I don’t want your hope. I don’t want you to be hopeful. I want
you to panic… and act like your house was on fire”. Her motivational speeches

remind us that actions speak louder than
words and that we need to take action
now, in order to save our planet and our
future! Here are some simple ideas that
you can use to recycle everyday household
items:
How to Make
a Plant Pot Out of a Plastic Bottle:
1. Cut the bottom of a 2 litre plastic bottle.
2. Paint the bottle the colour of your choice.
3. Use the rest of the plastic bottle to make
decorations for your plant pot. (e.g. cat
ears).
4. Draw decorations on your bottle (e.g. a
cartoon face of a cat).
5. Fill the bottle with soil and plant your seed.
How to Make a Unique Place to Store Earrings Using an Old
Cheese Grater:
1. Find a used, clean cheese grater.
2. Paint the cheese grater in the colour of your choice.
3. Slot any earrings, necklaces or jewelry you have in the
holes.
4. Now, you will have your amazing, vintage and recycled
place to put all your jewelry.
How to Reuse Old Wax Candle Jars:
1. Add hot water to an old candle jar and let it sit
for 30 seconds.
2. Using a spoon, scrape out the wax so it’s not
stuck to the candle jar and pour the residue into
a container.

3. Using a kitchen towel, clean any wax residue
out of the container.
4. You can now reuse your candle jar as a makeup
holder, a pencil/pen pot, a jewelry holder, for
storing craft supplies and in any other way that
you would like!

Using any one of these ideas will help to reduce pollution by decreasing the
need to use new materials. Here are some other reasons why you should
recycle:
● It saves energy.
● It reduces greenhouse gases that contribute to global warming.
● It saves our planet’s resources.
● It limits the damage to the environment caused by extracting resources,
e.g cutting down trees to get wood.
● It saves money.
● It reduces the amount of waste that will need to be sent to landfills and
incinerators.
● It allows products to be used to their fullest extent.

For some, spending time on their phone can be as addictive as taking drugs;
how afraid of technology should we be?
Mahjabeen Choudhury
It’s a debate that has been going on for a while: are we spending too much time on our
phones? The answer to that is, of course, yes. Our lives revolve around posting our thoughts
constantly, whether that be on our Snapchat stories or our Instagram posts. In many ways
we behave like machines, incessantly inputting and outputting information. Is this really
how we want to live?

There is little academic research into whether spending too much time on our phones is
harmful. An argument can be made that phones are useful in school, but are they really?
Many argue that they distract our children with social media, preventing them from
focusing on their subjects. Dinner time, once a great time to catch up with your family, is
now a time to scroll robotically through our feeds. Research conducted on the effects of
technology shows that the blue light from phone screens affects your sleep cycle, which
often leads to an increase in stress and fatigue.

However, there are positives to the technological era. Micah Altman, director of research
and head scientist for the program on information science at MIT, said, “Most of the gains in
human well-being (economic, health, longevity, life-satisfaction and a range of choices) over
the last century and a half have come from advances in technology that are the long-term
results of scientific advances.” The progress made by humanity in the past century is
remarkable. From bionic skeletons to meditation apps, even the small things help in subtle
ways.

That said, on a smaller scale, technology can also affect people’s mental health and
behaviour; some even take their own lives. The rise of social media influence affects more
and more people every day. Apps like Instagram, which promote unrealistic ideals, have
become a social norm in the eyes of teenagers and young adults.
While technology helps us in many ways, and overall does more good than harm, caution
should be taken, especially by young people, to ensure your safety and well-being.

01:02
Alice Dransfield

The warmth of the evening sun gave way to a silvery half light as the
moon rose above the houses. Clouds scudded across the hazy sky.
Henry felt a rush of wind as a strange figure passed. A thin, bony hand
reached out towards him. He heard a shriek rise from within, but he
made no sound; fear had taken over. He stared at the foul creature
steadfastly, spellbound by the terror that held him. The flesh of its face

was gone. Its shrivelled skin was darkened in hue, like that of an
egyptian mummy- except at the neck. There it was of a lighter colour.
There it showed spots and splashes of the same hue as on the ceiling
and walls- blood.
The remains of a discoloured moustache and whiskers, hanging above
its upper lip, and over the hollows where its cheeks had once been,
made its face just recognisable as that of a man. A face over which all
the features, death and time had done their fatal work and yet the man
still stood. Breathing.The hair on the skull, discolored just like the hair on
the face, had been burnt away at places leaving fountains of blood
trickling down its shoulders. The lips, parted into a vacant lifeless grin
revealed a double row of blood- splattered misshapen teeth.
Henry closed his eyes and waited for it all to end. Until Finally, it did.
With a gasp, he hauled himself back to the unrewarding yet comforting
reality of his own home. “01:02” the clock read. Just as it always did after
he saw him. Once again, Henry closed his eyes and waited for their next
encounter. Maybe this time, it would not take so long

